2151-2200 (8 uniforms)
2245-2265 (11 uniforms)
2266-2270 (22 uniforms)
2271-2277 (21 uniforms)
2278-2320 (32 uniforms)
2320-2350 (9 uniforms)
2351-2365 (20 uniforms)
2366-2372 (30 uniforms)
2373-2394 (28 uniforms)
2395-2405 (8 uniforms)
2800s (3 uniforms)

A TOTAL OF 192 UNIFORMS
Starfleet Uniforms 2151-2200

1) Duty uniform (Command, Navigation)
2) Duty uniform (Engineering, Tactical)
3) Duty uniform (Science, Medical, Communications)
4) Field jacket (Command, Navigation)
5) Field jacket (Engineering, Armory)
6) Field jacket (Science, Medical, Communications)

7) Admiral's uniform
8) Environmental suit
Starfleet Uniforms 2245-2265

1) Duty uniform, male (Command, Helm, Navigation)
2) Duty uniform, male (Engineering, Communications, Security)
3) Duty uniform, male (Science, Medical)
4) Duty uniform, female (Command, Helm, Navigation)
5) Duty uniform, female (Engineering, Communications, Security)
6) Duty uniform, female (Science, Medical)

7) Cadet uniform
8) Field jacket, male
9) Field jacket, female
10) Jumpsuit (Technicians)
11) Jumpsuit (Medical)
Starfleet Uniforms 2266-2270

1) Duty uniform, male (Command, Helm, Navigation)
2) Duty uniform, male (Engineering, Communications, Security)
3) Duty uniform, male (Science, Medical)
4) Duty uniform, female (Command, Helm, Navigation)
5) Duty uniform, female (Engineering, Communications, Security)
6) Duty uniform, female (Science)

7) Dress uniform, male (Command, Helm, Navigation)
8) Dress uniform, male (Engineering, Communications, Security)
9) Dress uniform, male (Science, Medical)
10) Captain's duty uniform, variant
11) Captain's duty uniform, variant
12) Jumpsuit (Engineering)
13) Jumpsuit (Colonist)
14) Hazard vest
15) Athletic tunic
16) Environmental suit
17) Space suit

18) Duty uniform, female (Command, Helm, Navigation)
19) Duty uniform, female (Engineering, Communications, Security)
20) Duty uniform, female (Science)
21) Medical tunic
22) Jumpsuit (Medical)
Starfleet Uniforms 2271-2277

1) Duty uniform
2) Jumpsuit
3) Duty uniform
4) Duty uniform
5) Short-sleeve fatigue
6) Duty uniform

7) Jumpsuit
8) Jumpsuit
9) Admiral's uniform
10) Short-sleeve fatigue
11) Long-sleeve fatigue
12) Jumpsuit
13) Security uniform
14) Field uniform
15) Medical uniform, male
16) Medical uniform, female
17) Engineering suit (officers) (2271-2350)
18) Engineering suit (NCO and trainees) (2271-2350)

19) Space suit with thruster pack (2271-2350)
20) Space suit
21) Epsilon IX uniform
Starfleet Uniforms 2278-2320

1) Officer duty uniform (Command)
2) Officer duty uniform (Command)
3) Officer duty uniform (Helm & Engineering)
4) Officer duty uniform (Science, Navigation & Communications)
5) Officer duty uniform (Medical)
6) Enlisted jumpsuit (2278-2350)

7) Officer duty uniform, female alternative (Command)
8) Officer duty uniform, female alternative (Helm & Engineering)
9) Officer duty uniform, female alternative (Science, Navigation & Communications)
10) Officer duty uniform, female alternative (Medical)
11) Officer cadet duty uniform, female variant
12) Enlisted trainee jumpsuit (2278-2350)
13) Officer cadet uniform
14) Admiral's uniform
15) Officer alternative uniform
16) Security uniform
17) Athletic uniform

18) Engineer officer vest
19) Optional vest
20) Optional vest
21) Field jacket
22) Medical uniform variant
23) Medical uniform
24) Field uniform
25) Field uniform
26) Field uniform
27) Waiter
28) Waiter
29) Security uniform

30) Engineering suit (officers) (2271-2350)
31) Engineering suit (NCO and trainees) (2271-2350)
32) Environmental Suit (2278-2350)
Starfleet Uniforms 2320-2350

1) Officer duty uniform (2320-2335)
2) Officer duty uniform (2320-2335)
3) Enlisted duty uniform (2320-2335)

4) Officer duty uniform (2335-2345)
5) Officer duty uniform (2335-2345)
6) Enlisted duty uniform (2335-2345)
7) Officer duty uniform (2345-2350)
8) Officer duty uniform (2345-2350)
9) Enlisted duty uniform (2345-2350)
1) Duty uniform (Command, Con) (also as enlisted uniforms from 2366-2372)
2) Duty uniform (Engineering, Operations, Security) (also as enlisted uniforms from 2366-2372)
3) Duty uniform (Science, Medical) (also as enlisted uniforms from 2366-2372)
4) Medical tunic
5) Medical overshirt
6) Jumpsuit (Engineering) (2350-2372)

7) Duty uniform variant, male (Command, Conn)
8) Duty uniform variant, male (Engineering, Operations, Security)
9) Duty uniform variant, male (Science, Medical)
10) Duty uniform, female (Command, Conn)
11) Duty uniform, female (Engineering, Operations, Security)
12) Duty uniform, female (Science, Medical)
13) Dress uniform (Command, Conn)
14) Dress uniform (Engineering, Operations, Security)
15) Dress uniform (Science, Medical)
16) Admiral's uniform (2350-2358)
17) Admiral's uniform (2359-2364)
18) Admiral's uniform variant (2359-2364)

19) Admiral's dress uniform (2359-2364)
20) Admiral's uniform (2365)
Starfleet Uniforms 2366-2372

1) Duty uniform (Command)
2) Duty uniform (Engineering, Security, Operations)
3) Duty uniform (Science, Medical)
4) Fatigue uniform (Command)
5) Fatigue uniform (Engineering, Security, Operations)
6) Fatigue uniform (Science, Medical)

7) Dress uniform (Command, Conn)
8) Dress uniform (Engineering, Security, Operations)
9) Dress uniform (Science, Medical)
10) Training uniform (Command, Conn)
11) Training uniform (Engineering, Security, Operations)
12) Training uniform (Science, Medical)
13) Admiral's uniform (2366-2368)
14) Admiral's uniform (2369-2390s)
15) Admiral's uniform
16) Captain's duty uniform, variant (2366-2395)
17) Captain's duty uniform, variant without jacket (2366-2395)
18) Captain's duty uniform, variant (2366-2395)
19) Cadet uniform (2366-2369, Command, Conn)
20) Cadet uniform (2366-2369, Engineering, Security, Operations)
21) Cadet uniform (2366-2369 Science, Medical)
22) Cadet uniform (2369-2372, Command, Conn)
23) Cadet uniform (2369-2372, Engineering, Security, Operations)
24) Cadet uniform (2369-2372, Science, Medical)
25) Ground forces (2360s-2370s, Command, Conn)
26) Ground forces (2360s-2370s, Engineering, Security, Operations)
27) Ground forces (2360s-2370s, Science, Medical)
28) Pilot's uniform
29) Experimental interface suit
30) Space suit (2360s-2370s+)
Starfleet Uniforms 2373-2394

1) Duty uniform (Command)
2) Duty uniform (Engineering, Security, Operations)
3) Duty uniform (Science, Medical)
4) Captain's duty uniform, variant with jacket
5) Captain's duty uniform, variant without jacket
6) Admiral's duty uniform

7) Fatigue uniform (Command, Conn) (2373-2405)
8) Fatigue uniform (Engineering, Operations, Security) (2373-2405)
9) Fatigue uniform (Science, Medical) (2373-2405)
10) Admiral's fatigue uniform (2373-2405)
11) Admiral's fatigue uniform, variant (2373-2405)
12) Cadet uniform (Command, Conn)
13) Cadet uniform (Engineering, Security, Operations)
14) Cadet uniform (Science, Medical)
15) Captain's fatigue uniform vest variant (2373-2405)
16) Captain's fatigue uniform variant, without vest (2373-2405)

17) Admiral's dress uniform, male (2373-2405)
18) Admiral's dress uniform, female (2373-2405)
19) Captain's dress uniform, male (2373-2405)
20) Captain's dress uniform, female (2373-2405)
21) Officer's dress uniform, male (2373-2405)
22) Officer's dress uniform, female (2373-2405)
23) Desert uniform (Command, Conn)
24) Desert uniform (Engineering, Security, Operations)
25) Desert uniform (Science, Medical)
26) Desert uniform coat (Command, Conn)
27) Desert uniform coat (Engineering, Security, Operations)
28) Desert uniform coat (Science, Medical)
Starfleet Uniforms 2395-2405

1) Duty uniform (Command, Conn)
2) Duty uniform (Engineering, Operations, Security)
3) Duty uniform (Science, Medical)
4) Admiral's duty uniform (2395-2400)
5) Admiral's duty uniform (2400-2405)
6) Admiral's duty uniform variant (2400-2405)

7) Admiral's dress uniform (2400-2405)
8) Cadet uniform
Starfleet Uniforms 2800s

1) Duty uniform (Command, Conn)
2) Duty uniform (Engineering, Operations, Security)
3) Duty uniform (Science, Medical)